Microsoft Government Community Cloud :

Upgrade to
Microsoft 365 G5
It’s the right time for Microsoft Government Community Cloud (GCC)
subscribers to consider moving from G3 to G5.
The times they are a changin’. Has your Microsoft 365 license kept up?
The modern workplace of today looks a lot different than it did just five months ago. No matter
your license level, Microsoft 365 Government Plans provide state and local agencies with a
host of powerful tools that help make things like, say, suddenly transitioning to a remote work
environment a lot more tenable.

ENHANCED SECURITY
E

W a seismic shift in how we do our work, state and local information security officers and their
With
teams are likely – and understandably – tied up in knots trying to ensure information remains
te
ssecure and that their agencies and departments are adhering to established standards.
W
With a G3 license, customers are afforded some robust protections, including rights
management, data loss prevention and email encryption. With a G5, those same protections
m
are included in addition to sophisticated defense against zero-day malware, phishing attacks, as
a
well as advanced threat protection and intelligence.
w

POWER BI

Included with a G5 license is Microsoft’s robust and versatile business intelligence tool,
ol,
ate
Power BI. With Power BI, you can pull data from apps and other data sources to create
beautiful, real-time dashboards that provide deep insights into your data. With simplee
out-of-the-box dashboards for services like Salesforce, Google Analytics, and Dynamics,
you can visualize and make sense of data right away.

Power BI helps users make data-driven decisions no matter where they are. Users cann
quickly discover patterns as they explore a sing
single unified view of linked, interactive
visualizations so your organization can quickly solve problems as they occur and seize
ze
opportunities as soon as they arise.

CONFERENCING FEATURES
CONFER

Some of the o
other advantages of the G5 license center around conferencing. Of course, with
Microsoft Tea
Teams, you already have the industry’s leading chat, call and collaboration tool at
your disposal
disposal. But with a G5 license you get even more.

Org
ganiz
anizations with a G5 license can conduct conferencing in which invitees can join a
Or
Teams meetings by dialing in from a landline or mobile phone. This can prove
Microsoft Tea
useful when you need to include external participants in your meetings. G5 users
especially use
leverage Microsoft’s Phone System to place and receive calls across a wide range
can also lever
of devices and place domestic or international calls from existing phone numbers.

Contact Kiefer Consulting to le
learn more about the features of GCC G5 Licensing

www.kieferconsulting.com

